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AF-ColoradoContractCastsNewLightOnUFOProject
A photo-copy of the AF-UniversiLy of Colorado contract, just As shown in the first pal-t of the contract, duplicated below,

obtained by NICAP, reveals important points not generally known the official beginning of the project was Nov. l, 1960, with pay-
about the U. of C. study of UFOs. Several interesting U. of C. ments to be made by the llfl0th Support Group, Accounting and

suggestions are included as Dart of the agreement, also a curious Finance Office, Belling AFB, District of Columbia.
recommendation by the AF Office of Scientific Research, which

initiated the contract. Continued On Page 0
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'e_to'ev Air Eorcu Office of Scientific -._;L"_N'_C-_-TO----(_'Ul)L£C Vouchers) "

Research, Arlington, Va, 22209

INITIATQR: "J.:Thomas Ratchford_ SRPS COG,NZZANT DEFENSE CONTRA6T AUDZT AGT_VIT_

BUYER: R: _. Gillispiep SB/c_
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THE REGE.NTS 6F THE b_gERSZTy OF COLORADO The, llO0th SUrppOEt Group

BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 Accounting and FSnance Office
Bollln_ AFB_ DC 2.0332

SightiligEvidenceGrows " ho.ffi st igbtodtholight d, ootly headofo ,'CaptainBruce L. Cathie said in his report, 'q assumed them to be those
of a small township. After afewseconds, I realized that they were

Among anumber ofinferestingsightings delayedfrorapublication moving directly towards us at a speed far in excess of any lights
by lack of space are two cases which addtotize_un_b_ro_ wbichwouldbemllesabeadandl7,0OOfeetbelowus."

airline crews convinced of UFO reality. The pilot maneuvered the plane to the right, then left, in an
One of the cases _vas reported by Capt• F.'_.C. Underhill, unsuccessful attempt to keep the UFOs in sight as they "passed

a veteran pilot with 30 years flying time, 18 of them with the below and very slightly to port" of the plane.

Royal Air Force. Os Sept• 11, Capt. Underbill was piloting an Co-pilot T. Emmerton contacted Ohakia Terminal Control and
Air Ferry Limited DC-6 west of Barcelona, Spain. At 5:35 p.m., was told thaL there was no other air traffic in'the vicinity.
GMT, Underhill, his co-pilot and a steward sighted a metallic- The leading light was larger and brighterthanthe others, which
looking cone-shaped object approaching the plane from the west. were at a slight angle to the rear of the leader. All of the lights

Flying at a speed between 600 and ?O0knots, the UFO crossed the appeared to be slightly pulsating.

aircraft's flight track, turned toward the plane, then sped away to
the south.

"There was a definite solid object the like of whichnone of HarrisburgWaveContinues
the c_'ew...had ever seen before," Flight Officer Brian Dunlop
stated. NICAP's Harrisburg Subcommittee, led by George Cook, is

Captain Underhillremarked thattheUFO "must havebeen under stillinvestigatingnumerous sightingsin the centralPennsylvania

control . . . itdefinitely altered course substantially." area.
The case was investigated by London NICAP member Julian At 9:40 p.m., August 10, near Harrisburg, a top official with

J.A. Hennessey. the Bell Telephone Company and his son saw a huge ob_ecL about

At I0:20 p.m., March 11, 106_, thepilot, co-pilot and hostess of 75 feet long with red, whiteandblue-greenlights. [t was hoveria_
a New Zealand NationaI Airways plane saw a cluster of 10 or 12 about 125 feel over a field. As ha turned his car, the Bell

"soft, glowing" amber-colored UFOs approach their aircraft, official said, the UFO began pacing the vehicle, then crossed the
about 23 nautical miles from Ohakia ca the Wellington to Auckland highway and continued pacing on the opposite side.

Continaed On Page g
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HynekTakesStrongerStand
THUFO INVESTIGATOR UFOsmaypushmankindtoward"thegreatestadventuresince

Published by dawning human intelligence turned outward to contemplate the
The National Investigations Committee universe," says Dr. 3. Allen Hynek, the Air Force's chief UFO

on Aerial Phenomena scientific consultant, in the December issue of "Playboy."
A long-time skeptic, the Northwestern astronomer has been

1536 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036 making a series of surprisingly positive statements on the sub-

ject, calling for a serious scientific investigation, citing Air
Copyright, 1966, National Investigations Committee on Force incompetence, and admitting that "there are at least 1,OO0
Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) ® . All rights reserved, ex- reports that remain completely Unresolved in my own mind."
cept that up to 300 words may be quoted by press media, Entitled "The UFO Gap," the article comparesRussianinterest

providing NICAP _ is credited, with that of the U.8. and, coinctdenfally, waspubl{shed just before
the announcement of the officialRussian commission (see separate

NICAP(D Staff: Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, Director & story). Although the Soviet position has apparently beennegative,
Editor-in-Chief, Gordon f. R. Lore, Jr.,AssistantDirec- Hynek remarks that the problem had been considered in the
toz & Associate Editor. U.S.S.R. before the formatton of the commission.

Trademark"NICAP" Registered "What little 'hard' information I have--and my intultion_Lells
me that the U.S.S.R. *nay have been studying UFOs with dispas-
sionate thoroughnessforyears,"hestated. "Frommyown official

A NEW APPROACH involvement, I know that the United StaLes is only now beginning

to consider treating the problem seriouslyg'

By Project Blue Book, he said, habitually modified its disposition
of cases. Reports which an evaluator said could "possibly" be

Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, Director of NICAP traced to natural explanations became casesthat could"probably"
be explained away in the project's public reports. The astronomer

Some time ago, I received a letter from a NICAP member, stated that, whether AirForce-sponsoredornot, thereshould have
James W. Cooper, a Ronululu attorney, who quotedthisstatement: been a full-scale UFO investigation "since the first wave of

"Before NICAP, it was the lure of the UFO mystery, the hope reports."
of finding a link with other worlds, that had kept me going. But In conclusion, Dr. Hynek recommends that a cenLralDFO center
that h_d been obscured in the fight againsL secrecy." be established for the entire country. Using a central telephone

Although the words were mine (Flying Saucers; Top Secret, exchange, witnesses could call any hour of the day or night to re-
p. 139), I had half-forgotten them. Cooper followed up with some port sightings, which would then be filtered to separate the crank
polite but still jolting criticism: and misidentification reports from the reliable ones.

"I have great admiration for what you and your group are The present evidence for UFOs, Dr. Hynekwrule,"mayindicxte

attempting to do, but you seem more Lied up with fighting censors a possible connection with extraterrestrial life, the probable
than the grand possibilities and adventure of what the flying existence of which is generally accepted."
saucers are, where they come from, etc.

"'f suggest you start telling us what arethe latest ideas, what is
Lhe latest thinking on the UFOs' origin and intentions toward us,
any possible means of communication, what you know of our

methods of trying to know more aboutthe flying saucers .... I am
still solidly behind you, hut don't let your problems with censor-

ship blind you to the many other aspects."
Other members have asked us to reduce UFO reports, except

the most interesting and important. One typical member told me,
"I_m already convinced UFOs are real and I don'tneed more

proof. What l want is to.talk about implications--not as facts, but
as possible or probable developments."

For years, even the most careful speculation was risky. We
had to keep building massive evidence, a solid foundation for latex-
discussions. And secrecy had to be spotlightedtomake the public

fully aware of officially hidden information.

But recently there has been a decided change in the public and
press attitude. After long study, we havedecidedto publish care-
ful discussions of various phases in the [nvestigator. We will _ _

draw on opinions and statements from recognized scientific, tech_
nical and other fields. We shall make the best survey we can of New NICAP Assistant Director
different aspects,bassdonthebestauthoriLaflveopinionsavatlable. Gordon I. R. Lore, Jr.

We are already working on IV-4, but if possible we shall include

the first discussion in that issue. Although most of the copy for this issue was written in time for
Besides this, we shafl fullow member suggestions thxtwe reduce the scheduled mailing date, November 28, we delayed publication

long exposures of frauds, opportunists, etc. and also try to keep hoping to receive answers to the questions sent to the Colorado
down criticismofsecrecy, except whenitisabsoluLely umtvoidable. Project. When the answers did not arrive, we completed the Air

We believe the Investigator will b6come mot e inter esttng to the Force-Colorado contract story and substitutedit atthe last minute.
majority of members, but we shall noL do anything, in any way, About one-fourth of the copy for the January issue has been

which we feel would jeopardize our reputation for serious, fact- written, and we are making every effort to send it to the printer
finding operations and dedication to the truth, well before January 16, so that it will be mailed by January 20 or

sooner. Another "catch-up" issue is scheduledfor thelaRer part

of February, after which we shall resume bimonthly publication,
SEASON'S GREETINGS making the next issue the March-April number, due either at the

To All Our Members end of March or early in April.
It has been difficult to carry out this "catch-up" program be-

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year cause of various troubles caused by the financialcrisis last sum-

From the Staff at NICAP met. By advancing the deadlines for all issues, we expect to
eliminate further delays from now on.

Tlml_k you for your patience and understanding of our problem.
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ContlnueaEromF el "FlyingCross"UFOsOverBritain
Objects that shot off beams of light, landed, frightened witnesses

and animal_ were observed inArizona, India, Canadaand Virginia. Objects reported as "flying crosses"--usually thought to be

Staff Sergeant Max Recod and his wife were driving along errors or optical illusions--have recently beeasightedinincreas-
Route 66 south of Kingman, Arizona, at 11:43 p.m., February 16, ing numbers, especially intheBritishIsles, wherea flurry of UFO
1967, when they saw a formation of four lights to the southwest reports occurred in October.
moving slowly northeast over their car. One of the most detailed reports, which may explain other "'fly-

"The fop light was red as were the right and bottom ones" tag cress" sightings, took place at South Dorset, on October 26.

Sgt. Recod stated in his report to NICAP, "while the one on the It was about tl:3O a.m. when witness Angus Brooks observed a
left was green2' circular object with one long thin projection in front and three

The lights seemed to be attached to one object, which emitted together at the rear.
a powerful beam of light from its bottom center. The beam The strange device flew near Brooks, hereported, then stopped.

traveled between the red'and green lights and illuminated the As if hovered, two of the rear arms swung to the sides making a
desert floor. Then the lights disappeared temporarily, cross shape.

Some minutes later, the UFO flew from behind a hill about a After hovering about 22 minutes, the UFO swung the two arms
mile away and was followed by two more objects. All three were back to the rear and climbed rapidly into the sky.

to step formation. One of the objects eitherIanded or approached This is one of six similar reports from England, forwarded by

very closely to the grotmd. Then one of the remaining UFOs NICAP investigator Julian Hennessey of London, who is in process
merged with the other, which disappeared, of forming an English subcommittee.

On the evening of October 15, numerous residents of Laiikroh,
India, reported seeing a UFO 20 to 30 feet in diameter that
',spun like a top about 500 feet above the earth, emitting bright
red and green colors, '_ according to Indian newspaper accounts.
After remaining stationary for several minutes, the object then

changed position and again hovered and spun just over the ground.
The UFO was next seen a few minutes later in Dympep, two

miles away. Here it landed in a stream close to a bungalow and
'_sucked and churned the water with . . . deafening explosions."

Then it took off and sped away through the Lure Swer forest.
Police later reportedly found that "considerable damage had

been done to the dense vegetation" in the forest.
An Indian Air Force wing was said to be investigating the

sighting.

One of the sighfings that came out of the Castro Valley area of
California during a flurry of reports thereinlate Spring concerned

an object that shot out, then withdrew, a flame from its bottom.
At approximately 10:30 p.m., May 25, Mr. and Mrs. M. Ofino-

wicz, of Castro Valley, were on their porch when they saw a bright
red light flicker and grow larger.

"f saw only the bottom of the ship," Ofinowicz stated in his

report to l_aul Cerny, Chairman of NICAP's Bay Area Subcom-
mittee. It was round and disk-like and about b0-60 feet in diam-

eter_ with a hole in the bottom, 3-4 feet round. A bright red

t flame .... about 15-20 feet long, was shooting downward out of the

J opening in the center of the bottom .... "

The UFO appeared _o hover momentarily at about 5,000 feet. Other sightings during the October "flap" included these pro-
Then the flame was withdrawn back into the hole and the object llminary reports from Mr. ttermessey:

zlg-zagged from view. October 24, Burton-on-Trent; a black cigar-shaped UFO with a
"The bottom of the craft," Ofinowicz concluded, "which[ could bulbous front and tapered rear; October 25, Bebington, a fast-

see very clearly looked as if if was made of heavy steel and was flying and unlighted object, torpedo-shaped and grayish white in
heavily riveted .... The flame was reflected on the underside of color; October 25, Derby, an oblong silvery object reported by

the craft, making it clearly visible." twelve Rolls Royce employees who saw itspeedingacrossthe sky;
October 25, anellipticalgold-coloredobject sightedathigb altitude
over Aberdeen, Scotland; October 26, Skipton, alarge round object

with a blue glow, described as "the size of a double-decker bus;"

CapeAnnSightingsReevaluated Octobor g. car-paeingoasenoar,ptonand.igh rc.1,;Octobor26 or 27, at Bromborough, a round, silvery object which appeared
almost to collide head-onwithan airplane; October 27, Winchester,

The fifo sighflngs over Cape Ann, Massachusetts, on August a UFO chase by two RAF lightning jet interceptors.
2 (see The UFO Investigator, Vet IV, No. 2, pp. 3-4) have been Detailed reports are expected later. Atlastcount, Mr. flennes-
reevaluated as flares by NICAP'e Massachusetts Subcommittee sey was checking more than 50 other sightings, some in Scotland

Chairman Raymond Fowler, who investigated the reports, and Ireland, but most in north England or in the south coast area.
The light strings "appearing and disappearing in sequence were

flares dropped by a USAF bomber on a training mission,"
Fowler said in his detailed report. The solid object reported by

two separate groupsapparentlyresultedfromaaopticalillusiom UniversityUFOCourseA 99th Bomb Wing aircraft from Westover Air Force Base

dropped white flares northeast of Cape Ann, the direction in which
the witnesses hadreportedlymadetheirobservations. Theyellow- A memo from a former member of the controversial Robertson
red colors aUegedly witnessed could have been a result of Panel indicates he is teaching a course on UFOs at Wesleyan

atmospheric conditions. University in Connecticut. A memorandum from Thornton Page,
The Cape Ann case is an excellent example of how a good- of the university's astronomy department and one of the early

sounding report can turn out to have a natural explanation. It 1953 panel members who recommended that the national security

also points out the necessity for a detailed and conscientious agencies strip UFOs of their ,'aura of mystery" because they
follow-up. NICAP regrets that this reevaluation did not reach us showed no threafto nationalsecurity, conflrmedthatthe semester-

until after our last issue went to print, long course had 50 registered students.
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LargeSoviet UFO ProjectStarted With foreign governments now seriously on record, itwillbeharder to put over debunking explanations in the U.S. In spite

of Pentagon silence, such respectableforeign investigationsare

A large-sonic Soviet investigation of UFOs, headed by a almost certain to have an impact on our offical U_O policies.

Russian Air Force major general, was announced at Moscow This should be particularly true of the USSR project because of
on Nov. ii, 1967. its wide scope. If carried out as announced, this could prove one

_Iaj. Gen. Anatoly Stolyer0v, head of the newBFO Commission, of the most important developments of recent years.

gave foreign newsmen details of this surprising development, g NICAP note: We shall try to learn, throughthe Soviet Embassy

complete about-face in Russia's official policy on UFOs. or directly through Moscow, whether the new commission will
The investigation will he carried out, Gen. Stolyerov said, concentrate solely on Russian reports, or if it will also seek

by eighteen scientists and an unspecified number of Russian Air information from other countries. It would be interestingto know

Force officers. Reports from all over Russia willbe irons- whether Soviet investigators -- in the new or a previously hidden
mitred by a 200-observer network to the UFO Commission project -- have evaluated the hundreds of U.S. reports which
Headquarters in a Civil Defense building at Moscow. have been made public. While an offfcal eommenfon this may not

"We expect thousands of (UFO) cases in the future," stated be likely_ we hope that the new Soviet commission will release
Gen. Stolyerov. He revealed that the commission is already its general findings because of theimportanceofthe UFO problem
studying a series of recent reports by Russian airline pilots to the rest of the world.
and other reputable witnesses, including one sighting of a UFO

speeding through the sky near the Black Sea. US.SovietCooperation?
By a coincidence, the possibility of such an intensive Soviet

investigation has just been szated in a magazine article by Dr. The Colorado Project is ptarming to pool information and

3. Allen Hynek, AF Chief UFO Consultant. (Dec. issue, Playboy, techniques with the Soviets, according to Roscoe Drummond, syn-

page 143.) dicated columnist, who queried Dr. Condon after the USSR an-
nounced itslarge-scale UFO investigation. Quotes fromthe column
follow:

HiddenStudyPossible "The head of the new Soviet commission ....will be invited to

the U.S. as a guest of the American group and (will be) offered
In his article, Dr. Hynek mentions recurrent fears that the access to everytMng on UFOs the U.S. scientists have gathered.

Russians might solve the UFO mystery ahead of the United
States and he indicates the resultant serious impact on America. Dr. Condon and his project manager, Rober 3. Low, would like to
The AF consultant also suggests that the Soviets may have been develop a full exchange of data and a close working relationship

studying UFOs secretly for years, behind _t screen of official with the Soviet investigators."
Mr. Drummond also credited NICAP with securing several

scoffing at the subject. Russian sightthgs: "The National Investigations Committee on
In putting forward tilts idea, Hynek quotes Russian scientist Aerial Phenomena has information on 17 reported sightings over

Felix U. Zigel, author of an article in CMENA, in which Zigel
strongly supports the hypothesis that unidentified flying objects Russia in recent years."
actually exist.

"The correct approach," said Zigel, "is to submifthe puzzling

phenomemonofUFOstoamany-stded, carefulseieulificinvesd- CanadianDiversSearchForUFO
gation."

Hynek points out that Zigst discusses five theories about the A flm:ry of UFO reports inNovaScoffa, Canada, early in October
nature of UFOs. The fifth, that the UFOs are "flying apparatus brought quick response from the Royal Canadian Navy and Air
of other planets, investigating the earth," is the only one to Force, with the latter revealing for the firsttime the existence of
which Zigel offers no Objections. Dr. Hynek stresses that
Soviet scientists are not allowed speculation of this sort without a special department for the investigation of BYes.

According to the Halifax Chronicle-Herald, a spokesman for
approval and implies that Zigel probably knew of the serious the RCAF said this department was "very interested" in the re-
Soviet interest and that an all-oul investigation was being ports. "We get hundreds of reports every week," the newspaper
prepared -- if not alre_tdy underway, quoted Squadron Leader Bath, ,,but the Shag Harbor incident is

This is the first UFO investigation ever admitted by Moscow. one of the few where we may get something concrete On it."

However, as far back as 1952 the USAF had proof that sightings The main case involved a series of bright lights which had re-
were being reported in Russia. Severalofthese cases were shown portedly glided into the water off Shag Harbor in full view of
to NICAP's present director, who was then makingan independent residents. Within 20 minutes, several constables of the Royal

investigation, with the cooperation of AF Intelligence and fnforma- Canadian Mounted Police were on the scene, attempting to reach
lion officers who were planning- to release their best UFO the spot where the UFO supposedly submerged. Theywere joined

sightings to the public. (This plan was canceled later because by a Coast Guard boat and eight fishing vessels. A large patch of
of high-level pressure.) yellowish foam and bubbling water was found, unlike anything

Channels by ychich the Russian sighfings reached the USAF seen there before.

were not officially 'disclosed, but indications were that at least Navy divers searched the area for two days, hut found nothing,
a few came from British Intelligence sources inside Russia. according to press reports.

Until the new announcement, Soviet public statements about Among the reports from Nova Scotia, within a few days of the

UFOs have varied from "U.S. attempts to frighten the Russian Shag Harbor incident, and investigated by the RCAF, was one of
people, to optical illusions or inventions of sensational news- an object 55-60' 10ng, with a row of red lights, flying at an ceil-
papers." But several times waves of sightings in the USSR have mated height of 500-600 feet. It was seen by five persons, who

broken into print, and at least once Pravda scolded Russian also reported interference on a television receiver at the same
citizens for getting excited over non-existeul flying objects, time. Four similar lights were seen streaking overhead an hour

The Soviet armouncemeul of a serious, full investigation con- later.
frosts strongly with increasing USAF debunking stories. When
NICAP asked AFHQ its opinion of the new Russian program, an

AF spokesman replied, "No comment." LibraryMicrofilmsClippingsBut this new development cannot be so easily dismissed,
especially since other governments have shown revived interest
in UFOs. The Canadian Government a short time ago disclosed a The Library of Congress is microfilming severalthousandUFO

hitherto secret investigation at Ottawa, controlled by the Royal clippings, contained in two dozen large notebooks, preparedby the
Canadian Air Force. A project similar to that at Colorado is now-defunct Civilian Saucer Intelligence of New York, and added

also bein_ carried on at the University of Toronto. In England, to the NICAP collection by Miss Isabel Davis. This work is part
members of Parliament recently discussed a special UFO in- of a major project by the huge government library, in conjunction
vestigation with the Prime Minister. with the University of Colorado UFO study.
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WhatToDo Allthep,eoediugeoncernsmoviugoaro,butwhatifa.FOtan,s"" ahead of you or hovers close to the road? If you're sot fully

Sighti blocked, you might follow the example of Paul Friend, Lancaster,In AClose-RangeUFO ng Ohio.When hespiedabrighfly-litUFOdirecttyahead, hehitthe
brakes and managed to whip around it and back onto the highway,

During the last two years, there has been a rapid increase in You could also try to back up and turn, if your engine did not
reported close UFO approaches to aircraft, cars, and groups on stop.
foot, also _. few cases involving small boats.

In one typical case, Dr. George Walton, a scientist, was driving ElectromagneticInterference
in New Mexico with his wife when two glowing discs appeared Numerous times, ear ignitions havebeencutdff, also ear radios
beside their ear. Trying to outrun them, Dr. Walton drove at 85 and lights, apparently by electromagnetic interference from a
m.p.h., but the UFOs easily kept position, pacing the car several nearby UFO. Eerie Udvardy, Vicksburg_ Michigan, tried backing

miles before climbing away. Case personally investigated by AF away from a low hovering disc squarely in his way. Then his
Chief UFO Consultant, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, and listed as unex- engine stalled and stayed dead until the unknown device took off.

plathed. If this should happen, stay in your car and wait until your
Some encounter stories are false, but many reported by re- engine will starf. Several witnesses report getting out, for a

sponsible witnesses have been checked and seem genuine. We closer look, but even the bare possibility of high radiation makes
have frequently been asked what to do in a close-range approach, this unwise. Besides this, some persons have described dis-
The odds against your encountering a UFO, based on known re- turbing effects after being near a UFO.

ports, are extremely high. But if UFOs are actually making such One of them, william Wallace, Leomthster, Massachusetts, said
approaches, if is reasonable to consider what action witnesses he was numbed, unable to move for half a minute, after getting
should take. The following suggestions are based on detailed out of his car to observe a hovering UFO. None of these condt-

reports and observers' reactions, tions is definitely proved, but it would seem safer to stay in a
What should you do if a UFO comes down and starts pacin_ your ear until more is known about UFOs and their possible effects.

car? Most of the above suggestions can be applied generally to

First, try not to panic. The purpose seems observation only; witnesses on foot, and also observers in boats. In aircraft-
no attack stories have ever been verified. Ordinarily, don't try UFO encounters there are many other factors, and since most
to race away; it probably wouldbe useless and also risky, veteran pilots already are aware of the UFO situation and en-

High,SpeedChase counters by fellow-pilots, there appears no need for NICAP

A Florida girl, Barbara Faweett, panicked when a lighted UFO suggestions. We shall, however, collect all available expert
came down behind her car. When she accelerated to 100 m.p.h, opinions concerning pilot actions in UFO encetmters. If it seems
the strange object quickly overtook her, but veered away as the advisable, we may publish this information later.

lights of an oncoming ear appeared. Note: If you should ever be involved in a close UFO approach,
In some circumstances, if a UFO is so close it appears to be please send all possible information to NICAP: Location; time;

trying to stop you, or seems about to land and block the road, you estimated size, appearance, speed and maneuvers of the UFO(s),
might be justified in trying to outrtm it--espectalty if there is a any EM or smmd effects, other witnesses' names, etc. If you

request it, we shall keep your name confidential, though it would
town Just ahead. (UsuaUy, UFOsclimbawayasthwa lights become
visible.), be more helpful to add it to the Iong list of reputable witnesses.

 uif oudo aoeao,o .,,ythgobject,koopyooroyosooNICAPRenewalSystemthe road--not the UFO. A panicky driver hitting high speeds is

likely to go off the road or hit another car. In one racing report, Renewal notices are scheduled to be sentth each member whose

being checked, a young driver was said to have skidded around a subscription has just expired, but sometimes a flood of sighting

UFO and ditched, damaging his car. reports or other mail causes a delay. Often, members say they
In contrast, a Flying Tiger Airline representative kepthis head

when he encountered a large UFOhoveriug justabove a Massachu- would renew when due, without waiting tot notices, if they were
sure of their expiratton dates. Here is how to calculate when you

setis highway. Though "a little afraid of the thing," he slowed, are due to renew:

then cautiously drove under the object, watching inhis rear mirror If youx" membership-subscription began with Vol. HI/No. 12 or
until it was out of sight, a later issue, or if you have renewed since last April, you have

Normally, it seems best to drive at moderate speed until the been mailed a new type of membership card which indicates the
UFO departs or you reach a town. If lucky enough to have a

citizen's-band or a ham radio or telephone in your car, get word last issue that you are due to receive. When you have received
the issue shown on the card, your membership-subscription will

to the nearest highway or county police station, be due for renewal.

SignalCars NICAP's $5.00 membership-subscription rate is based on six
If you see an oncoming car, flashyour lights to attract aftenflon issues of The UFO Investigator. To date, it has not been ealcu-

to the UFO and prevent a suddenly frightened driver from swerving IsLed at an annual rate, since sometimes less than six issues have
and hitting you. If you have a spotlight, you might point it across been published per year. However, we expect to change to an
or up at the UFO. Scores of times, UFOs have been reported as annual basis, with six issues per year, enrly in 1968. Vol. Ill,
veering away from beamed lights--searchlights, airliner landing No. 4, is now being prepared for publication in January. We are
lights, and police-car or private citizens' spotlights, planning to mail Vol. HI, No. 5 before the end of February, after

Whatever you do, don't jump from your moving ear unless you which issues will be published every two months.
are in actual, imminent danger. Some time ago, an English avis- All members will eventually receive the new type of card as

tics writer and his companion leaped from their ear when a de- they renew their old subscriptions. Meantime, those who wish to
scendthg UFO approached. We imow of no instance where a UFO learn how far their membership extends will be sent the informs-

has cotlided with a car. In this case, it cleared the machine by a lion on request.
safe margin. The ear stopped, undamaged, and ith occupants We are very grateful to all the members who have sent in
were only shaken up, but it could have been serious, advance renewals.

If it is night, don't turn off your lights to help you escape.

flsualty, a UFO's lighis Or ghiw wifl reveal a ear, anyway, and Subcommittee Activities
without your headlights driving would be risky.

No matter how fmghtened you are, don't fire at a UFO. A collection of three lectures by Dr. James McDonald is now
In one Utah case, Michael Campeadors emptied his pistol clip available in bound form, courtesy of PA #1 Subcommittee. Copies

at a domed flying-disc a few yards above his car. The bullets of "UFOs--The Greatest Scientific Problem of Our Times" are

ricochetted, he said, with no effect on the UFO. $1.eo each (tess in quantity) from William Weilzel, 266 Congress
Though there is no record of retaliatory action m such cases, Street, Bradford, Pc. 16701 .... Interest is developing in foreign

it could happen. Aside from this, some one in a oar or on the countries for NICAP Investigating Subcommittees, including
ground could be hit accidentally. England, The Netherlands, India and France .
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Continued From Page 1 Another agency, described as "an essential ingredient" in the
thvestigafion, is the National Center for Atmospheric Research,

The complete U. of C. proposal, No. 66.1.253, dated October 4, selected "to advance the purpose of the study." The Center,

1966, was accepted by the AF as the basic policy. It was signed states the U. of C., has "men with skills--especially in optical

by Dr. Edward U. Condon, Scientific Director for the project, meteorology--that are essential to the investigation."
Wesley E. Brittin, Chairman, Department of Physics and Astro- N/CAP note: We realize it is necessary to consider all pos-

physics, and Thurston E. Manning, Vice President and Dean of sidle explanations of UFO sighBngs, including atmospheric phe-
the Faculties. nomena. But it is difficult to see why a ',major portion" of the

Following are several key points indicated as representing the investigation should be linked with such phenomena and so
University's intentions and attitude toward the project, strongly emphasized, unless aurora, air-glow and other atmos-

pheric effects were considered the most probable explanations.
Since none of the evidence hadbeeneubmitted, let alone examined,

introduction any such conjecture could hardly be justified in a truly objective
investigation.

"The University of Colorado proposes, with Dr. Edward U. The came comment applies to the U. of C. emphasis on the
Condon, Department of Physics and Astrophysics serving as National Center for Atmospheric Research. This appears to

scientificdirector,to undertake a systematic study ofthe physi- imply that "optical meteorology" explanations might also be

col, psychological and social phenomena associated with reported given more weight than physical answers, such as actual devices.
observations of unidentifiedflying objects (as defined in AFR

80-17 of 19 September 1986)/' ReactionTests
NICAP note: No explanation of the need to study "social phe- According to the agreement, the project would "lean away"

nomena" or any link with UFOs was given .... The former AF-
• from simply enlarging the amount of "opinion and impression."

UFO regulstion, AFR 200-2, for years defined UFOs as unknown (NICAP: apparently this includes general evidence.) ,,Wevisual-
flying objects, exuluding aircraft, balloons, andsther conventional toe many fruitful experimental and test situations" to siniutate
explanations. In AFR 60-17, which replaced AFR 200-2 six weeks the physical phenomena and learn human reactions to them.
before the Colorado Project began, UFOs were redefined as: NICAP: We know that project psychologistshavediscussedsuch
',any aerial phenomenon or object which is unknown or appears tests, but we have no reports on possible methods or results. It
out of the ordinary to the observer." would seem difficult if not impossible to duplicate such cases as

veterampilots' encounters with UFO formations and other such

Objectives reports by highlyqualified observers.
On page 4 of the U. of C. agreement is this note:

Under this head, the most immediate aim was stated "to probe "Because of the continuance of Project Blue Rook for the han-
into the physical nature .of UFOs." it was added, however, that it dling of all reports, it is our understanding that the university is
would be surprising to find only physical evidence, and that it is under no obligation to investigate reported stghtings other than
more .reasonable to expect also a variety of visual and subjective those that the principal investigators (Dr. Condon and Adminis-

impressions, requiring a study Of "the role of the individual in trstor Robert J. Low) select for study."
UFO observing." Since this was approved by the AF, it might be thought a means

NICAP note: A psychological study of UFO witnesses to see to exulude all but AF-supplisd reports. However, the project has
why they report sighfings, rather than concentrating on their re- requested and received many others, including hundreds from

ports, has been advocated a number of times by AF spokesmen, NICAP.
including Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Chief Scientific Consultant. In regard to methods, the U. of C. agreement states:

The U. of C. proposal continues:

"Can enongh be learned about these phenomena and human re- HEAP Listed
actions to them to make any generalization about the credibility "We will examine the records of Project Blue Rook; talk to
of reports of UFO stghtings? Since no sustained or large-scale members of its staff; consult with authorities and interested
study of this side of the problem has been attempted, it is diffi- citizens' groups (such as the National Investigations Committee
cult to make a forecast .... It may, for example, be found that on Aerial Phenomena); prepare a standard interview sched-
no pattern emerges at a_l, thatnogenerallyapplicable conclusions ule .... "
can he drawn. On the other hand, it may be found that this is a After this and a few field investigations, an operations plan
new scientific field to cultivate, would be set, subject to change if necessary. "We would expect

'CAt a more abstract level, the problem is one of coping with all the while," this section ends, "to keep in close touch with

the anxiety about UFOs that is thought to exist in some segments staff members of Project Blue Book and the AF Office of Scion-
of society. Among responsible and rational citizens, it can be fific Research."
hoped that the study wilt become the nucleus of a growing corn- Probably the most important U. of C. provision concerns im-

munity of opinion. Others, however, will undoubtedly maintain partiality in investigating:
that, since the investigation has been undertaken, there must be a "The work will be conducted under conditions of the strictest

problem, something not explained or understood by those in au- objectivity by investigators who, as carefully as can be deter-
thority. If the Air Force goes to the university community to mined, have no predilections orpreconeeivedposifions onthe UFO
undertake this project, they will say, it must feel troubled; other- question. This is essential if the public, the Congress, the Execu-
wise, the undertaking would be unnecessary. In anticipation of five and the scientific community are to have confidence in the
such an interpretation, we should state at this point that we feel study."

the study will not necessarily contribute to the nation's peace of NICAP note: We fully agree. If this announced objestivitywere
mind," to be lost, or greatly diminished, the project's findings would be

NICAP note: The above paragraph suggests that ouly irrespon- of little or no value. If the final conclusions were based on
sible and irrational citizens would ever consider that there must slanted investigation it would set off a worse controversy than

be an unexplained problem and that the AF must feeltroubled ever.
about it. A large number of responsible Americans are already Originally, the Colorado project was toendonJanuary 31, 1968.
on record as believing this, including scientists, members of A five-month exLension has beenapproved, withaddedfunds bring-

Congress, newspaper editors, ranking officers ofthe armedforces tag the total to $523,000. The finalproject report will be first re-
and other competent citizens, viewed by the National Academy of Sciences, thenhy the AF Office

The Colorado proposal indicates several cooperating agencies: of Scientific Research. The finul version is not expected to be

_'We are counting heavily on the cooperation of the Institute for made public until December, 1968, possibly later.
Environmental Research .... (IER had assigned Dr. Franklin In reporting on this contract, N/CAP does not offer it as any
Roach to the project.) Dr. Roach, as an expert in aurora and guide to the Bnal conclusion. After a year'soperation, conditions

airglow, as well as in the instrumentation for observing these have changed, probably some of the scientists' opinions, too.
phenomena, is well-qualified to supervise a major portion of the
effort." Continued On Page 7
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Continued From Page g But the Colorado scientists are not bound to follow the AF

plan--though the contract strongly urges them to cooperate.
One strange item, which we are still studying, concerns pub- Some would not support a negative answer--there is already

itulty to begiventheColoradoprojectfindings. For some reason-- ¢hsagreement among the scientists, as Project Administrator
not explained--the AFOSR (AF Office ofScientificResearch)unges Robert 3. Low admitted to the NICAP director and Assistant

quick publication nfartiulesbyprojectscienfists, showinghow they Director Lore in an October conference at Washington. At the
arrived at their conclusions. (These would be released as soon very least, we can expect dissent from the final conclusion--no
as posmble after the final report is made public.) matter what it is--from several of the investigating scientists.

In Section B.1, the AF first suggests articles for "appropriate We will probably not know the final conclusion until late in '68,
professional journals." If these would not appear quickly enough, although Dr. Condon has the right to end the project on 30 days'
a faster method is prescmbed, notice. However, this is unlikely. The original plan was to end

it on January 31, 1968, but this was extended to June 30 with

ThePublicityPlan added funds bringing the total to $523,000.
The final report was supposed to go directly to the AFOSR but

Further indicating _ts desire for immediate public statements this has been modified to include a first review by the National
by projects scientists, the AF offers to speed them up by pub- Academy of Sciences. The Academy review hoard could accept

fishing articles as AFSOR Scientific Reports if they are of "such the report without change. It could accept it with reservations.
special significance or such immediate usefulness that they de- Or it could reject it completely. (Whether the review board
serve publication in advance of the time (for professional could permit Project changes, or would have to send the dis-

journals)." approved report to AFOSR, has not been announced.)
NICAP note: Why would the AF be so anxious to speed up the The contract sets no time limit for the AF to review the re-

project scientists' public statements? port or, if it wishes, to prepare arebutlal. It may be 1969 before
If the project conclusion were positive--a finding thatUFOs arc the Project findings are known.

unknown devices under intelligent control--the pressure on the Meantime, NICAP will do all in its p6wd_ to furtgeff,_tn llfi-"

Government would be tremendous. Faced with such a problem, *atrial scientific investigation.

the AF and other agencies would probably study for weeks, under In the previous issue, we announced we were submitting questions to
greatest secrecy, to evolve a plan for telling the public without the Colorado Project to learn how many NICAP reports have been laves-
causing a panic. Certainly the AF would not rush all the scien- tigated and to clarify several other points hearing on NICAP cooperation.
title evidence and proof into print. Instead, they would bottle up The list was slightly delayed, and we have not yet received answers to the
this information while they figured how to reverse previous nffi- questions. Meanwhile, we think our report on the AF-Cotoredo contract

will answersome members"queriesanddiscloselittle-known aspectsof this
eial denials of UFO reality, project,

The project conclusion might suggest no definite answer but
admit a serious problem and urge a new, large-scale investiga-

tto.,possiblyon giob llavel. Project"Sign" Report
Here, foe, the AF would not be likely to rush into print with

project scientists refuting their claim that no problem exists. Further proof of Air Force withholding of UFO information has
The final conclusion might be negative, ignoring all the evi- come to light with the declassificxtion of the official Project

dence from pilots, tower operators, radarmen, astronomers, and SIGN report (also called Project SAUCER) on October 11, 1966.
many other highly-qualified observers. In this case, UFOs would This famous document, originally dated for release "February
be labeled as non-recognitionof atmosphericphenomena, meteors, I949," is the firstknownreportbyanAir Force UFO investigation
etc., and as dulusions, hoaxes and mistakes of various kinds, project. It has been unobtainable for almost 18 years, although

It would be logical to reinforce sueh a negative conclusion as DOE) directive 5200.10 prescribes declassificnfion of even "Se-
swiftly as possible with aH available scientific support. This cret" documents after 12 years.

would be especially important because, as national polls show, Meanwhile, the Air Force has repeatedly made statements like
nearly 50% of the American people now reject the AF debunking the following by Richard H. Horner, then Assistant Secretary of
explanations, accepting UFOs as real, though not necessarily the Air Force for Research and Development, on the Armstrong

from other planets. Circle Theater television program of January 22, 1958: "During
recent years there has been a mistaken belief that the Air Force

CriticsFear Whitewash has been hiding from the public information concerning Unidenti-
fied Flying Objects. Nothing could be further from the truth,

In inserting Sections B.1 and B.2, the AF has prepared the way And [ do not qualify lids in any way."

for a deluge of project scientist_' statements supporting the final The reader may decide for himself how this statement, and
conclusion. As AFOSR documents, .they could be releasedxt once many others by Air Force spokesmen to the same effect, squares
for nnftonwide press stories, backed up by articles in scientific with the 18_year "Secret" classification of the SIGN report.

iournals. Even some critics of present AF policies, in Congress Copies of the 44-page report are now available from Project
and the press, might be ruluctant to oppose such an array of Blue Book at $11.00 (25 cents per page); however, David Branch,

respected scientists. President of the Los Angeles NICAP Affiliate, has reproduced the
Some critics who have been dubious from the start about an report at his own expense and will supply it for $1.99, postage

AF-finaneed project may now be convinced they were right. In included. (Check or money order to be sent to him at 1437 N.

writi_ff Sections B.1 and B.g into the contract, they may say, the Alia Vista Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90046.)
AF must even then have been fairly sure of a negative eonulu- Examination of the declassified report shows that information
sion--in short, a "whitewash." is stir being withheld, for the report does nnflnclude the

NICAP EMPHATICALLY REJECTS THE IDEA THAT ALL summaries of 243 domestic sightings which are supposed to
TttESE PROJECT SCIENTISTS WOULD EVER HAVEAGREEDTO appear as Appendix A. I, August and in October, 1956, Mr.
ANY SUCH SECRET DEAL. Branch wrote to Blue Book requesting thisAppendix. He received

We have met and worked with most of them, at Boulder, at the following reply, dated November 2, 1907, from Major David
NICAP headquarters, or in the field. We know, without the L. Stiles of the Community Relations Branch, Air Force Office

slightest doubt, that most if not all would never have joined the of Information, Pentagon:
project under such conditions. If they learned of any such pres- "The Project SIGN report mentioning these summaries was, as

sure later they would do everyth/ng possible to block it and reach you wall note, dated1949. TheProjectBIueHook staff is too small
an honest answer based on factual evidence, to enable us to pull copies of each of these summaries and

But there is another possibility. At that time, relatively few reproduce them. Only a limited number of copies were made at
influential scientists had publicly rejected the AF answers-- the time, and these have long since been exhausted."

though many have since done so. The AF representatives might This appears to indicate that Appendix A originally consisted
have felt certain no group of reputable scientists would accept not of a list of summaries of the cases, but of 243 actual sum-

UFO reality. It may have seemed a safe gamble to prepare this maries attached to the report. In dither case, this is crucial
extraordinary program to put over a negative answer, data and should certainty be made available.
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NICAPCapturesHoaxBalloons BlueOrderForm
Enclosed with this issue is a blue membership and order form

A recent three-day spree of lofting home-made "'UFOs" over

suburban Washington was abruptly deflated when a NICAP in- like the one sent with the previous Investigator. The original por-
vestigator caught several boys preparing to launch one of the pose in sendingtheseformswastosecurenew members who would
candle-powered bags. be recruited and recommended by present members, also to in-

Prior to this, a NICAP prober had captured one of the balloons crease orders for "THE UFO EVIDENCE."
and retrieved other hoax materials left at the launch site. In- Although we did receive some new memberships and orders,

volved in NICAP's investigation were officials of the Federal most of the forms were used for renewals. We were very glad to

Aviation Agency, the Air Force, a local fire department and the receive renewals so promptly, as otherwise reminders wouldhave
had to be sent. If you are due to renew now, please feel free to

police.
The hoax began on the evening of Nov. 8 when a N/CAP member use the blue form, marking it: "Renewal."

in Wheahin, Md, reported seeing a "box with a light" moving We still hope, however, that many of our members will use this
slowly over his house. Viewed by the member's father as well, form to help us increaseom-membership. Theoriginal idea came

• the contrivance seemed to have tiny poles attached to it. from Mr. S. Bryon Morehouse, internationally known electric
power authority, now Assistant to the Senior Vice President, Leeds

When the report was phoned to NICAP, itwas relayed by a staff and Northrup, Philadelphia. In sending a generous contribution

member to a NICAP consultanfwholivedwithiaa mile of the area. during the crisis last summer, Mr. Morehouse wrote:
In addition to his technical background, this consultant is an ex- "Why don_t youget your members working for you? f have never
pert archer, obtained another member or been encouraged to do so, but if I had

As soon as he received the NICAP report, he drove toward the a pad of printed application blanks withaform that someone could
point where the strange object had been sighted. After a few fill out and send wifha check_ Icould get 10 applications in a rehi-
moments he spotted a slow-moving, glowing device in the night tivoli short time, and would be glad to do so. These would be
sky. Following as it drifted over some woods, he waited until it mostly engineers and scientists. Ifyouputonsucb a form a byline
was low enough for a good shot, then got out his bow and took aim. Recommended to Membership by .......... Member, I believe

The object fell thto a tree, and the archer recovered it intact, you wouldbe surprised at the number of salesmen you would have."

The "UFO" proved to be a common plastic laundry bag at the We greatly appreciate Mr. Morehouse's suggestion. If there is
bottom of which was an X-shaped frame made of small tree

branches. Mounted on this was a plastic cup with a small candle enough response to the single forms, we shnllprtat some pads butmeantime we shall be glad to send g, 10 or more blue forms, on
inside (see picture) which created enough hot air for the bag to
lift. t_eeause the bug was transparent, light from the candle had request, to members who wish to folhiwMr. Morehouse's sugges-tion.

illuminated its interior, giving the glowing, box-like image seen We also shall be glad to receive other suggestions or* bow to
by the witnesses. The "poles," were the tiny branches, and the

secure added income for speeding up Volume 1[ and other planned
"orange flame _' was the candle, projects, including an increase in field investigations of all ira-

The next night, NICAP representatives pxtroled the neighbor- portant UFO cases.
hood and observed another fake "UFO" drifting overhead. Be-
cause of its height, attempts to bring it down failed, but _ search

inanearbyfleldulschisedthelatmchingspof, indicated by plastic ReportOn1947WavePublishedcups_pieces of candles and burned matches.

Having located the launching site, a NICApinvesfigatorwatched The Report on the UFO Wave of 1947, by Ted Bloecher, is a
the area the following night and spotted a group of boys preparing breath of fresh air in an atmosphere polluted by hack journalism,
another fake UFO. As the NICAp man was questioning them, one sensationalism and reprinted antiques. •

boy's father appeared. Hisfirxtreaction, thatthiswas a harmless Checks of sample cases have shown this book to be highly
prank, quickly changed when the NICAP investigator explained accurate, in sharp contrast to thegreat majority of current books.
the possible danger to aircraft pilots and passengers; if an unknown Moreover, it contains no speculation about the nature, motives or

lighted object appeared in front of a fast-flying plane the pilot origins of UFOs, but merely provides tbereaderwith an immense
would hastily turn, dive or climb to avoid collision. Passengers quantity of information. A careful reading of Bloecber'sbook will

with belts unfastened e_uld be thrown from their seats and in- give a far clearer and more thorough ptatureof the 1947 flap than
jured. And in a busy approach corridor_ there could be a mid-air has been previously possible, and should result in some insight
collision, into subsequent events.

Five years was spent in research for this in-depth study of the
two-month wave of sightings which started the modern era of
UFOs and flying saucers, ftiscertathtobe considered the defini-

tive work on the topic, and should establish a new high standard
for subsequent works.

Eight hundred and fifty cases are described in detail; more than
200 of them are dealt with in extensive chapters on patterns

of appearance and behavior, outstanding witnesses and extra-
visual evidence.

Numerous maps show the locations of sightings by weeks, with
special emphasis on the Pacific Northwest. Included are photo-

graphs and a complete bibliography. The introduction is by Dr.
James E. McDonald, of the University of Arizona's Institute of
Atmospheric Physics.

Privately published by the author, the book isbuing sold through

NICAP, with profits being shared. Price, $5.00 including fourth
class postage in U.S. First class, $1.00 extra; foreign postage

$2.00 extra. Checks should be made out to: Ted Bhiecher, and
sent to: Ted Bhiecher, c/oNICAP, 1536CormecticutAvenue,N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036.

URGENT!

Please send us your ZIP CODE at oneeH The Post Office may
refuse to deliver even first-class mail after January 1, 1968, if
it lacks the ZIP CODE.


